












































































































What is the value of I 0.21 0.03 O 004

We have
1 0.2 0.8

0.810.03 0.83
0.83 0.004 0.826

The winner of a race up the 1576 steps of the
Empire State Building took 11 minutes 57 seconds
Approximately how many steps did she climb per
minute
She took approximately 12 min
We have 1576 12 I 130
What is half of a third plus a third of a quarterplus a quarter of a fifth

t I t I I s
t 4xs 374 5

1860

3
10

The diagram shows a regular pentagon inside a square
What is the value of

The interior angles of a regular pentagon
are 3 180 5 108
By supplementary angles the red angle in

the diagram below is 180 108 720
By angle sum of a triangle the yellow
angle is 90 72 180















































































































So by supplementary angles
2 180 108 18

108L 540

104
which of the following numbers is not a squareA lb B 25 c 3 D 4 E 52
We have

16 1
34 81 9
43 64 82
5

but 25 32 is not a square so the answer

is 13
An equilateral triangle and regular hexagon have

perimeters of the same length What is the ratio of
the area of the triangle to the area of the hexagon
Suppose the perimeter is Cox

Then the triangle has side length 2x and the
hexagon has side length x

The area of the triangle is I 2x 2K Bz x 53
The area of the hexagon is the area of six

equilateral triangles with side length x which is

6 Iz x se Iz 3

so the ratio of their areas is


















































































































ITB 353 1 312 2 3

A tetrahedron is a solid figure which has four
faces all of which are triangles What is the product
of the number of edges and the number of vertices
of the tetrahedron

It has 4 vertices and 6 edges so

the answer is 24

How many 2 digit squares differ by 1 from a

multiple of 10
They must end in 1 or 9

List the 2 digit squares 16,25 36 LL 64,8dg
So the answer is 2
What is the value of ptqtrtstttutvtu.tk ty
in the diagram

Label the interior angles as

shown below a b c d e and then
apply vertically opposite angles
By angle sum of a pentagon we

have
a atbtctd te 3 180 540

b By angle at a pointe e b we have
360 Za qtr

c 2b t s t t
d c

2C tu tud














































































































Zd txt w

2e p y
So

ptqtrtstttututwtxty 5 360 2 atb Ctd te
1800 2 540

1800 1080

7200
What is the remainder when 22 33 55 77 is
divided by 8
It is a multiple of 4 but not a multiple of 8
so the remainder will be 4
Three different positive integers have a mean of 7What is the largest positive integer that could
be one of them
Since three integers have a mean of 7 their sum

is 3 7 21
To maximise one of the integers we minimise the
other two the smallest possible values are 1 and 2
So the largest possible integer is 21 l 2 18
An ant is on the square marked with a black
dot The ant moves across an edge From one

square to an adjacent square Four times and
then stops How many of the possible Finishing
squares are black

















































































































If the ant only moves on Flat ground it is

impossible to Finish on a black square since each
move alternates colours and it starts on a white

square
If the ant moves vertically at some point during
its journey it can end on the Following black
squares

So the answer is 6

What is the area of the shaded region in the














































































































rectangle

Let the bases of the two triangles be x and y
The shaded area is

I 3 x t E 3 y Zz xty

3
z

14

21cm

In a sequence each term after the First two
terms is the mean of all the terms which come

before that term The First term is 8 and the
tenth term is 26 what is the second term

Let an be the nth term in the sequence
Suppose that az x

We have a 8th
2

9 1 8 txt 8

3

21 8

3

811
2














































































































Claim an 8 for n 3

We've shown this is true for n 3 and 4

Suppose it is true for Ksn where n C IN

Then
Anti a ta z t 93 t tan

8 txt 8 t t SII
n

218 t n 2 8

h

n 8

n

8th
2

Hence by mathematical induction it is true for
all n EN
So Alo 26 8th

2

52 8th

a 52 8 44

A flag is in the shape of a right angled triangle
as shown with horizontal and vertical sides being




















































































































of length 72cm and 24cm respectively The Flag
is divided into 6 vertical stripes of equal width
What is the difference between the areas of any
two adjacent stripes

Each has a height of 7276 12cm

Let the marked length be x We have by similar
triangles

I x 4

Similarly the other lengths are

a

f f Iz F 4
1
20

So the areas of the stripes are

12.4 24 12 121 16 168

12 41 8 72 12 16 20 216

12 81 12 120 I 12 201 24 264

And hence the difference between the areas of
any two adjacent stripes is 48cm
You are asked to choose two positive integers
















































































































m and n with m n so that as many as

possible of the expressions mtn m n mxn and m n

have values that are prime How many are prime
If n 41 then inn will be composite so at most 3
of the four expressions will be prime
If n l then choose m prime so that mn and m n are

prime But there are no three consecutive primes so at

least one of m l and mtl will be prime
eg m 3 n mtn _4 X

m n z
Mr mean 3

So the answer is 3
The Football shown is made by sewing together 12
black pentagonal panels and 20 white hexagonal
panels There is a join whenever two panels meet
along an edge How many joins are there

Each pentagon has 5 edges so in total the
pentagons are part of 5 12 60 joins
Each hexagon has 6 edges so in total the hexagons
are part of 6 20 120 joins
But each join is connected to two polygons so we

have double counted
Hence the answer is 6012120 go
















































































































The total weight of a box 20 plates and 30 cups
is 4.8kg The total weight of the box 40 plates
and 50 cups is 8.4kg What is the total weight
of the box 10 plates and 20 cups
Let b c and p represent the weight of the box a

single Cup and a single plate
We have

b t 20p t 30C 4.8
b t Hop t Soo 8.4 20

Perform

20ps t 20C 3.6
top t lo c 1.8

Now perform

b t top t 20 c 4.8 I 8 3kg
The Figure shows f our smaller squares in the corners
of a large square The smaller squares have sides of
length 1cm 2cm 3cm and 4cm The sides of the
large square have length 11cm What is the area of
the shaded quadrilateral

The area of the big square is
11 11 121
The areas of the small squares are
12 1 22 4 32 9 42 16

The coloured quadrilaterals in the diagram below
are trapezia
















































































































4 4 3
Ariegaiorned I 4 4 31 14

4 4 3343 Areagreen
6 6 region t G 31 2 15

222 Area yellow 8 21 1 12
8 2 region

A'fig Ye t G 4 1 15

softie hided I's i B f
a

Area coloured
trapezia

121 I 4 9 16 14 15
12 15

35cm
A voucher code is made up of four characters The
First is a letter V X or P The second and third are

different digits The fourth is the units digit of the
sum of the second and third digits How many different
voucher codes like this are there
There are 3 choices for the First character
There are 10 choices for the second character 0 79
There are 9 choices for the third character
There is one choice for the fourth character it
is determined by the previous two
So the total number of codes is

3 10 9 270
















































































































A rectangle is placed obliquely on top of an identical
rectangle as shown The area X of the overlapping
region is one eighth of the total shaded area What
Fraction of the area of one rectangle is X

Let a be the length of the short
side of the rectangle let b be the
length of the long side of the
rectangle and let c be the length
shown in the diagram below

we haveaX X ac

area of a parallelogram

iain
the area of one rectangle minus

X the area we counted twice

which is Zab ae

So ac Lg Zab ac auto age

c be Eg

Ig by

c Zg.b
The Fraction of the area of one rectangle covered by X
is off Eb I
















































































































The diagram shows a shaded region inside a large
square The shaded region is divided into small squares
What Fraction of the area of the large square is shaded

Suppose the small squares have side

length x

Consider the green triangle
It is an isosceles right triangle with
hypotenuse 5k Suppose the legs have

length y Then

Zy 25 2

y 5
FL

Now consider the red triangle It is an isosceles
right triangle with legs of length x so its
hypotenuse has length Kfz
So one side of the large square has length

2 5ft tier 5xr2 t are

6 52
and hence it has area 6 52 72 2

There are 24 shaded small squares each with
area
So the Fraction of the large square which is
shaded is

24 4

Iz














































































































There are 120 different ways of arranging the letter
U K I M C All of these arrangements are listed
in dictionary order starting with CIK MU which

position on the list does UKIMC occupy
Since U is the Furthest in the alphabet arrangements
starting with U will be in the last group of 120 5 2
so they will be numbers 97 to 120
Of the four letters remaining K is third in alphabetical
order So arrangements starting UK will be in the
third group of 6

UC 97 102
UI 103 108
UK 109 7114
UM 115 120

Within the highlighted group we have
109 UK CIM
110 UK CMI
111 UKICM
112 UK IMC
113 UKM CI
114 UKMIC

So the answer is 112

















































































































In square RSTU a quarter circle arc with centre

5 is drawn from T to R A point P on this arc

is 1 unit From Tu and 8 units from RU What is

the length of the side of square RSTU

Suppose the square has side length
x Construct the right angled
triangle shown

X 8 Note thatL
X 8

X l
x

L

By Pythagoras
X x 8 t x i

X 16 64 t si 2x t I
22 18 1 65 0
x 5 x 13 0

So x 5 or x 13
But we must have it 8
So the length of the side of the square is 13
















































































































A point is marked one quarter of the way along
each side of a triangle as shown What Fraction of
the area of the triangle is shaded

Let A B C be the vertices of
the triangle D E F be the marked
points on the edges
Drop a perpendicular From C to

point P on AB and a perpendicular From E to

point Q on AB Let EQ h

C

F

E

7 7
A p p Q B

Now DCPB and SEQB are equiangular common

angle LB and both have a right angle hence

they are similar
Let EB y Then CE 3y and we have

CHI YtyI 4 CP 4h














































































































Let AD x Then DB 3 x
We have

ABC 47C 4h 8 uh
and EDB 3 x h Esch
so EDB If ABC

C

L

F R 3g

r

4k
E
y

A p p Q B

Now drop perpendiculars From A and F to side 13C

By a similar argument to the previous diagram
the perpendicular From A is four times the length of
the perpendicular from F
We have

ABC z 4k 4g 8kg
ECF z k 3g Ekg

so ECF ABC

Hence the area of the shaded region is














































ABC EDB ECF ABC 2x ABC

ABC l Ff

if ABC

Ig ABC

So the Fraction of the area of the triangle that
is shaded is

q
8


